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Electrical Double Layer  

Separation chemistry: liquid/liquid 
and solid/liquid interfaces 

?  liquid/liquid extraction 

?  diffusion in porous media (solid/
liquid) 

 

Charged interface: 

Non neutral interfaces: the two 
surfaces are charged 

Ex :  solid/liquid 

Qsolid ≠ 0 

Qliquid ≠ 0 

(but Qsolid + Qliquid = 0 



                                             

 

Origin of the charge 

Desequilibrium in the volume charge 

?  ionic solids 

?  exces or defects of cation / anions 

?  Ex : AgI, clays, etc… 

 

Surface chemistry 

?  Groups Si-OH <--> Si-O- <--> SiOH2+ 

?  Depends on the pH 

?  localised charge 

 

Charged surfactant at the interface 

?  mobile charge 

 _	
  _	
  _	
  _	
  _	
  _	
  _	
  _	




Hermann Ludwig von Helmholtz 
(1821-1894) 

A very old story 

Electrical Double Layers (EDL) 
are similar to capacitors ! 

solid	
 liquid	


Helmholtz 
Layer	


Electrolyte 
solution	


Counter-ions: ions whose signe is 
the opposite of the solid suface 
Conter-ions are sticked to the 
surface (Helmholtz layer)  

 U minimum 



Louis-Georges Gouy 
(1909) 

106 years ago… 

Thermodynamically, if  T is known, we 
do not minimize U but F=U-TS 

 
The electrostatic attraction of the 

counterions is somewhat counterbalanced 
by the thermal agitation 

solid	
 liquid	


Diffuse layer = effect of the temperature	
F = U – T S minimum	




Gouy-Chapman theory 
Ion distribution at the interface 
95% of the calculations are still based on that approach 
 
Poisson-Boltzmann Equation 
 
Boltzmann + Poisson equations: 
 
 
 
Equation de Poisson 
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Characteristic length of the EDL 
 
Gouy length LG 
Size of the heavily condensed counterions 
 
 
Typically Angstrom. Condensed ions are in the first layer of 

the solvent molecules 
 
Debye distance LD=κ-1 
Size of the diffusion layer: distance 
It takes to compensate the soldid charge. 
Depends on the ionic force 
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LG	
 LD=κ-1	


Gouy-Chapman theory 
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Good things about Gouy-Chapman theory 

Gouy-Chapman theory 

 

?  valid for monovalent electrolyte (i.e.1/1 ex NaCl) in water if the 
sold charge is not too important… 

?  At any case, far away from the interface V(x) and Ci(x) are 
proportional to exp(-κx) (but κ is sometimes different from the 
Debye inverse length) 

?  globally gives correct results if the parameters are renormalized 
(effective charges, effective potential) 

?  Relatively simple calculations 



Otto Stern 
(1888 -1969) 

Stern layer 

Add a layer ! 

solid	
 liquid	


Stern model 
-  first layer of ions different from the 
diffuse layer 
-  « triple layer » model 
-  unknown valueà fitting (very 
convenient for modelling !) 

Diffuse layer (GC approach)	




Molecular nature of the solvent 
 

17 Å 26 Å 35 Å 52 Å 

     - - - - :  Gouy-Chapman theory (PB equation)  ——  Molecular model (Mol. Dyn.) 

Counterions distributions around 
two charged sheets (clays)	


Mol. Phys. 2003	




Molecular nature of the solvent 
 

17 Å 26 Å 35 Å 52 Å 

     - - - - :  Gouy-Chapman theory (PB equation)  ——  Molecular model (Mol. Dyn.) 

In average GC theory is valid for ions 
distributions as long as the charges are not 
too important and as solvation/desolvation 

phenomena can be neglected 
 

Stern layer: not that interesting concept… 

Counterions distributions around 
two charged sheets (clays)	


Mol. Phys. 2003	




Poisson-Boltzmann (or Gouy-Chapman) 
Specificity of ions 

?  only two parameters: charge and size with respect to the 
interface  

?  wrong at high ionic charge (typically if valency >2) 

?  neglect ion sizes whereas the concentration  is very high ! 

?  neglect the molecular nature of the solvent (desolvation) 

?  neglect polarisability forces (Van der Waals) 

?  Separation surface is fixed and it does not fluctates 

 

Stern layer 

?  all these effects are hidden in the 

Stern layer whose parameters can 

be fitted… 

Stern 
layer	


Diffuse 
layer	




Ionic correlation effects (high valency 2 or 3) 
 Effects of the ionic correlations (highly charged ions) 

?  Effective charge (Zeff) of the surface as a function of the natural 
charge (structural charge Z) 
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Z	


Zeff 

Zeff	


Z	


Zsat	


 Electrolyte 2-2 or 3-3. Correlation effects 

Zeff	


Z	


Zsat	


Z	


Zeff	


cf Alexander, Kjellander, Levin, Skhlovskii, etc	


Zeff=Z	




Inversion of surface charge 
 And even sometimes 
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Z	


Zeff 

Zeff	


Z	


Zsat	

Surface charge is 
    inversed !	


The measured streaming current was found to depend
linearly on applied pressure. Examples for high (330 !M)
and low (33 !M) CoSep concentrations [CoSep] are
shown in Fig. 1(c). The streaming conductance, Sstr, de-
fined as the streaming current generated per unit applied
pressure in the direction of the pressure-driven fluid flow,
was clearly positive for !CoSep" # 33 !M, indicating an
excess of positive ions in the diffuse layer, and thus a nega-
tive effective surface charge. For !CoSep" # 330 !M, the
sign of Sstr was reversed, indicating a charge-inverted
surface.

To establish streaming currents as a new technique for
probing CI, we first turn our attention to the case of Z # 3,
for which CI is well understood both experimentally and
theoretically. The dependence of Sstr on [CoSep] reveals a
rapid decrease of Sstr from positive to negative values at
low concentrations [Fig. 2(a)]. The sign change indicates
that CI has occurred, and from the crossover point (inset)
we estimate the charge inversion concentration, c0, to be
75–100 !M. At higher [CoSep], Sstr decreased more
slowly, reached a minimum near 10 mM, and increased
slightly at higher concentrations. The surface remained
charge inverted up to the highest !CoSep" # 415 mM.
While the three independent data sets consistently show
the same qualitative trends, some hysteretic behavior and

variations between the measurements were observed,
which were attributed to slightly varying surface properties
and aging [7]. Similar effects were also seen in measure-
ments with monovalent ions only.

Measurements of Sstr can be used to calculate the effec-
tive surface charge density "$, which can be readily com-
pared to existing theoretical models and other experiments.
We define "$ # "b % nZe, where "b is the bare silica
charge density, and n is the number density of Z ions in the
Stern layer. The no-slip plane is taken to be the boundary
between the diffuse and Stern layers. Sstr is calculated to be
Sstr # w

Rh
0 #&x'u&x'dx, where h and w are the channel

height and width, u&x' is the local fluid velocity per unit
pressure, described by Poiseuille flow, and #&x' is the local
charge density in the diffuse layer, obtained from a nu-
merical solution to the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann
equation [5]. The resulting "$, plotted in Fig. 2(b), in-
creased with [CoSep] from ()16 mC=m2 at !CoSep" #
0 M to a maximum of (%27 mC=m2 at !CoSep" *
100 mM [8].

We now compare the results of the streaming-current
method for Z # 3 with existing theory and measurements.
SCL theory in the absence of screening [2] predicts that c0
should behave as

c0 #
!!!!!!!!

"b

2rionZe
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kT
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where rion is the ion radius, kT is the thermal energy, )e is
the charge of an electron, and !c is the chemical potential
that accounts for the ion correlations, given by !c #
)kT&1:65!) 2:61!1=4 % 0:26 ln!% 1:95' [9]. The inter-

action parameter, ! #
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
j"bZ3je3=$

p
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, where %%0 is the elec-
trical permittivity, is a measure of the energy relative to kT
that each ion gains upon the formation of a SCL. The
condition ! + 1 is required for the SCL model to be valid
[2]. Besteman et al. [3] demonstrated that the dependence
of c0 on surface charge, dielectrical constant, and ion
valence for Z # 3 and 4 can be described by Eq. (1).
They found a c0 of 170–300 !M for CoSep in aqueous
solution on a silica bead, corresponding to "b ,
)120 mC=m2 and ! # 5:7 [10]. Our data yield a simi-
lar value of c0: 75–100 !M. This somewhat lower
value can be explained by a slightly more negative "b ,
)150 mC=m2, for which ! # 6:4. Overall, our streaming-
current results reproduce the findings for CI by trivalent
ions well.

The reliability of streaming currents at high salt permits
the study of CI by divalent ions, for which results have
been inconclusive so far [4]. In addition to its clear rele-
vance in biology, it is also interesting to investigate the role
of correlations in regimes where ions are more weakly
interacting (Z # 2). Figure 3(a) shows our experimental
demonstration of CI by two different divalent ion species,
Ca2% and Mg2%, which exhibit similar behavior. Between
3:3 !M and 1 M, Sstr decreased monotonically with salt
concentration. We observed a sign reversal near 400 mM

!

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Three independent measurements of
the streaming conductance Sstr as function of the CoSep con-
centration. The lines are guides to the eye. The open symbols
indicate that Sstr regains positive values after each sweep from
low to high concentration, although some hysteresis occurs. The
inset highlights the charge inversion concentration region.
(b) The effective surface charge "$ as function of the CoSep
concentration, converted from Sstr as explained in the text.
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(inset), which is a clear indication of CI by divalent ions. c0
was approximately 350 mM for Mg2! and 400 mM for
Ca2! (inset). The small difference in the magnitude of Sstr
between the two curves is within the typical range of
reproducibility, and is not attributed to differences between
the ion species, as it also appeared in the absence of either
ion (at 0 M). The conversion of the Sstr data to !"

[Fig. 3(b)] shows a nearly constant !" for both Mg2! and
Ca2! below 30 mM, and a sharp increase at higher con-
centrations leading to CI above 400 mM. The scatter at low
#Ca2!$ originates from saturation of the diffuse layer [8].

To compare our data with SCL theory for Z % 2, we
naively apply Eq. (1) using !b % &150 mC=m2 [11] to
yield ! % 3:5 and c0 % 47 mM [10]. This prediction for c0
is an order of magnitude lower than what was measured,
which cannot be reconciled by slightly adjusting !b. The
discrepancy between model and data confirms that the
analytical SCL model is no longer valid for Z % 2.
Further improvements to theoretical models will be needed
to accurately describe CI for Z % 2.

High concentrations of monovalent ions ('150 mM) are
typically present at physiological conditions in biological
systems. It is unclear how this affects CI [4]. Using the
streaming current as a reliable probe of CI, we can now
access this regime experimentally. The dependence of Sstr
and !" on [KCl] in the presence of various CoSep (Z % 3)
concentrations is shown in Fig. 4. Starting from a negative,
charge-inverted value, Sstr was found to increase as a

function of [KCl], cross zero, reach a maximum between
50–300 mM KCl, and decrease at higher [KCl]. The ob-
served dependence on [CoSep] is lost at 1 M KCl, where all
curves converge. !" was constant for low [KCl] up to 1–
10 mM [Fig. 4(b)], and decreased sharply at higher con-
centrations where the screening length is dominated by the
KCl (arrows). Upon approaching 1 M KCl, the decreasing
trend in !" was reversed. For the physiological monovalent
salt concentration of 150 mM, we found that CI did not
occur, even for the highest investigated CoSep concentra-
tion of 1 mM.

We can compare our results with an existing SCL model
that includes screening [12]. This model treats Z ions as
point particles in a strongly correlated lattice at a distance d
from the surface, with lattice vectors rj. Electrostatic
screening is parametrized by the Debye screening length,
"&1, defined by "2 % e2
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FIG. 4 (color online). Effect of screening on charge inversion
by trivalent ions. The streaming conductance Sstr (a) and the ef-
fective surface charge !" (b) are plotted as a function of KCl
concentration for various CoSep concentrations. Solid lines are
guides to the eye, while dashed lines are model curves for
parameters !b%&150mC=m2, rion%445 pm, and "&0%
!0:8kT. Open symbols indicate measurements after the comple-
tion of each data set. Arrows show where the KCl contribution to
the screening length equals that of the buffer and CoSep ions.

!

FIG. 3 (color online). Divalent ion concentration dependence
of (a) the streaming conductance Sstr and (b) the effective surface
charge !". Lines are guides to the eye; open symbols indicate
measurements after each sweep from low to high concentration.
The inset highlights the charge inversion concentration region.
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Exp: van der Heyden et al. 
PRL 2006 	
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Polarisability of the solvants 
 Onsager and Samara 
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Polarisability of the 
solvant 
 
Ion close to the interface 
is expelled because of hte 
solvant polarisation 
 
Modelling: image charge 
Q’ 
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Jungwirth et Tobias, J. Phys. Chem. B 105, 10468 (2001) 

Molecular models 
 
Big polarisable ions attracted by 
the interface	


Polarisability of the ions 
 



Ions attracted to a water/oil interface is it is polarisable 

εr
2	


εr
1	
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q	


  
 
Effect due to the polarisation of the 
ions 
 
The polarisation of the interface 
creates a dipolar moment on the ion 
which attracts it at the interface 
 
Stabilizing effect 
Depends strongly on the charge and 
polarisability of the ions 
 
Numerically 

Gimage ≈ kBT for polarisable ions 
E’	
 pinduit	


Polarisability of the ions 
 



A big size is enough to attract a big ion at the interface 
  
Effect due to the solvant entropy 
 
Can be calculated (Asakura et 
Oosawa potential) 
 

Increases the polarisability attraction 
(big ions are polarisable) 

Depletion of big ions 
 

Domain 
forbidden to the 
solvent because 
of the solvent 
molecule size	


Smaller 
forbidden 
domain if the ion 
is at the 
interface 
à  bigger solvent 
entropy 
à  stable	
 Brazilian Nuts effect	




Role of the ion hydrated sizes 
 

Size (hydrated diameter of the ions) 

-  Important role in solution (departure from ideality) 

-  complex role at interface 

High ion centration (condensed double layer): 
enhance repulsion between counter-ions 

Small ion concentration: +/- predominant à decreases 
electrostatic attraction between + and - (add a 
repulsion force between ion). EDL size is bigger. 
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Size effects 
 

ΔdisH0	


ΔdisS0	
 Cation	

Anion	


Simple monovalent small ions	


Small ions (ex Li+) 
high solvation 
Organized 
solvation layer 

Big ions (ex I-) 
low solvation 
« Free » water 
around these ions 



Corresponding rules 
 

sites de surfaces	


ions	
Small ions are preferentially 
associated to small sites 
(solvent expelled à entropy 
gain) 
 
Big ions are preferentially 
associated to big sites (they 
do not have to expell water 
to be associated) 
 
solvation/desolvation 
question : depends to the 
ion size compared to hte 
one of the interface site 
(hydrophobic/phillic force) Collins 2004	




The Nature is not simple ! 
 

Marry et al. 2008	


Molecular simulations of cations at a montmorillonite clay surface  

 

 

 
•  Cesium ions are dehydrated because clay cavities exactly 

correspond to the ion size à solvation by the surface instead of 
solvation by water  

•  Sodium (and further) ions stay solvated by water. 

Beware of general laws… 

Specific effects are subtle effects… 

Cs+	
 Na+	



